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Demonstrative contrasts in 

Hindukush Indo-Aryan 

Noa Lange 

Abstract 

Hindukush Indo-Aryan (HKIA) is a disputed subgroup of Indo-Aryan languages spoken within a 

linguistically diverse area stretching from northeastern Afghanistan, across northern Pakistan to 

northwestern India, principally covering the mountainous region of Hindukush–Karakoram–Western 

Himalaya. A noteworthy feature of some of these languages is a three-way demonstrative system, or 

three deictic terms used by speakers to direct one another’s attention to referents at different distances 

in their environment. It has been suggested that the distinguishing feature of one such demonstrative in 

HKIA is its referents’ remote distance from the interlocutors, or their absence from the environment 

altogether. The purpose of this study is two-fold: firstly, it is to more closely examine the 

demonstrative systems of a sample of HKIA languages on the basis of fieldwork data; secondly, it is to 

compare the data to previous accounts of the systems, as well as to the demonstrative systems of other 

languages spoken in the region. The results provide evidence that two demonstratives in HKIA are 

distance-contrastive, and one is invisibility-contrastive vis-à-vis the other two. Such a three-term 

system is moreover shown to be present in languages of the area that span across three other 

genealogical families, which suggests that the feature may be areally influenced. 
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Demonstrativkontraster i 

Hindukush-indoariska 

Noa Lange 

Sammanfattning 

Hindukush-indoariska (HKIA) är en omtvistad grupp av indoariska språk som talas i ett språkrikt 

område från nordöstra Afghanistan, genom norra Pakistan till nordvästra Indien, vilket främst täcker 

Hindukush-, Karakoram- och västra Himalaya-bergen. Ett anmärkningsvärt drag i ett antal sådana 

språk är demonstrativsystem med tre nivåer, eller tre deiktiska termer som talare använder för att rikta 

varandras uppmärksamhet åt referenter vid olika avstånd i deras omgivning. Det har föreslagits att det 

utmärkande draget för en av HKIA-språkens sådana demonstrativor är det stora avståndet mellan dess 

referenter och talarna, eller rentav referenternas frånvaro från omgivningen. Syftet med denna studie är 

dubbelt: i första hand att närmre undersöka demonstrativsystemen hos ett urval av HKIA-språken på 

basis av fältdata; i andra hand att jämföra dessa data med tidigare beskrivningar av systemen, samt 

med demonstrativsystem i andra språk som talas i regionen. Resultatet ger bevis för att två 

demonstrativor i HKIA är avståndskontrastiva, och att en kontrasterar osynlighet från de andra två. 

Det påvisas dessutom att ett likadant tredelat system finns i språk som talas i området från tre andra 

genealogiska familjer, vilket tyder på att draget kan vara arealt signifikant. 

Nyckelord 

Demonstrativor, Hindukush-indoariska, osynlig, arealtypologi, The Greater Hindukush 
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Abbreviations 

AUG augmentative 

CNJ conjunctive participle 

COP copula 

DAT dative 

DEF definite 

DEM demonstrative 

DIR direct 

DIST distal 

IN inessive 

INAN inanimate 

INDEF indefinite 

INF infinitive 

INFR inferential 

INT interrogative 

INV invisible 

LOC locative 

MED medial 

MSG masculine singular 

NEG negation 

NOM nominative 

NR nominalizer 

OBL oblique 

PFV perfective 

PROX proximal 

PRS present 

PST past tense 

Q question particle 

QUOT quotative 

SG singular 

TERM terminative 

TOP switch-topic 

1 first person 

2 second person 

3 third person

  



 

 

Transcription 

All linguistic examples from first-hand data are transcribed in IPA in this study. Examples from 

external resources that follow orientalist conventions (such as subscript dots indicating retroflex 

consonants and superscript inverted circumflexes indicating alveolo-palatal sibilants), and others, have 

also been converted to IPA.  

All distinctive consonants and vowels observed in the first-hand data are listed collectively below. 

 

 Bilabial Dental 
Alveolo-

palatal 
Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Nasal m mʰ mʲ n nʰ nʲ    ŋ   

Plosive p pʰ b bʰ t tʰ tʲ d dʰ  ʈ ʈʰ ɖ ɖʰ  k kʰ ɡ ɡʰ q  

Fricative  s z ɕ ʂ   χ h hʲ 

Affricate  t͡ s 
t͡ ɕ t͡ ɕʰ d͡ʑ 

d͡ʑʰ 
ʈ͡ ʂ ʈ͡ ʂʰ ɖ͡ʐ     

Approximant w   ɻ j    

Trill/tap/flap  r rʰ  ɽ     

Lateral   l lʰ ɬ       

 

 

 Front Central Back  

Close i iː ĩ ĩː ɨ u uː ũː  

 

e eː ẽː 

 

o oː õː 

 

Mid ə əː 

 

æ æː ɔ 

 

   

Open a aː ã ãː  ɑ ɑː ɑ̃ː  
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1. Introduction 

The mountain range known as Hindukush stretches from central Afghanistan to northern Pakistan. 

Languages that are spoken in this region are remarkably affected by historical contact situations with 

inhabitants of a larger, mountainous area including Karakoram and Western Himalaya, from 

northeastern Afghanistan to northwestern India. This region, here called the “Greater Hindukush,” 

displays great linguistic diversity and is home to some fifty languages, which are represented by the 

Indo-Aryan, Nuristani, Iranian, Turkic and Tibeto-Burman genera, and the language isolate 

Burushaski.  

Languages of the Greater Hindukush have been of some interest since the late 19th century, though 

many are still largely understudied. “Dardic” is a cover term for a subclass of Indo-Aryan languages 

that is predominant in the region, which has been the focal point in much of previous literature on the 

region’s linguistic profile. These languages, otherwise called “Hindukush Indo-Aryan,” have retained 

certain Old Indo-Aryan features and developed various new features through convergence prompted 

by contact between their speakers, as well as with speakers of adjacent non-Indo-Aryan languages. 

Examples of such features are dental, palatal and retroflex contrasts in fricatives and affricates, 

vigesimal numeral systems, and contrastive tone. 

A property that has not yet been extensively researched from an areal-typological perspective in 

languages of the Greater Hindukush is demonstrative systems, i.e. the deictic expressions used by 

speakers to direct one another’s attention to referents at specific distances, among other functions. A 

demonstrative two-term system is easily recognizable to English speakers, who use this and that to 

differentiate between referents near and further away from them respectively. Hindukush Indo-Aryan 

languages have been noted to display three-way distinctions or more. 

The purposes of this thesis are: to more closely examine the demonstrative contrasts in a sample of 

twelve Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages; to expand upon previous descriptions of demonstratives in 

languages of the Greater Hindukush, beyond Indo-Aryan; and to discuss whether the systems may 

constitute an areal or sub-areal feature in the region. The research questions are the following: 

 How many demonstrative contrasts are there in each language, and what are their 

distinguishing features? 

 How do the results compare to accounts of the demonstrative systems in the literature? 

 Are there any remarkable areal or sub-areal patterns with regards to the distance contrasts of 

demonstratives in languages of the Greater Hindukush? 

I wrote my bachelor’s thesis on nominal plurality in languages of the Greater Hindukush in 2015 with 

a similar outline to this study and kept an interest in the field. Later in the same year, I started assisting 

Liljegren in transcribing fieldwork data, which I am grateful to have his permission to use in this 

thesis. My hopes are that this study contributes to the typological profile of the Greater Hindukush, 

and expands upon the current understanding of spatial representation in its languages’ demonstrative 

systems.  
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2. Background 

2.1 The Greater Hindukush 

2.1.1 The area 

Several different names and descriptions have been used to pinpoint a highly linguistically diverse 

area that encompasses Hindukush-bound Indo-Aryan languages, as well as languages of several other 

genera, suggested to be influenced by one another through longstanding contact. Some such names are 

“the transit zone between South and Central Asia” (Tikkanen 2008), “northwestern South Asia” and 

the “HKKH” (Hindu Kush–Karakoram–Himalayan) region (Bashir 2015). The area is designated 

Greater Hindukush (GHK) in this study following Liljegren (2014: 134), and demarcated by the 

coordinates 34–37 N, 69–77 E as a means of operationalization. 

The region covers the Hindukush mountain range principally from the northeastern Badakhshan 

province of Afghanistan to the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province and self-administered Gilgit–Baltistan 

of northern Pakistan. It also covers surrounding areas including the disputed territory of Jammu and 

Kashmir, and the Afghan provinces Nuristan, Kunar, Laghman and Nangarhar.  

See Figure 1 below for a map of the area (based on a map by Liljegren). 

 

 

Figure 1. Map of the Greater Hindukush region.  
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2.1.2 The languages 

51 languages are spoken in GHK, approximately half out of which are Hindukush Indo-Aryan. All 

language families, subgroups and languages represented within the area may be listed as in Table 1 

(with ISO 639-3 codes in square brackets), which mostly follows Ethnologue’s (2016) classification.  

Table 1. Languages spoken in the Greater Hindukush. 

Indo-European 

 Indo-Iranian 

  Indo-Aryan 

    Domaki [dmk] 

Gojri [gju] 

Northern Hindko [hno] 

Pahari [phr] 

   Hindukush Indo-Aryan (“Dardic”) 

    Chitral Group Kunar Group Pashai 

      Kalasha [kls] 

Khowar [khw] 

Dameli [dml] 

Gawarbati [gwr] 

Grangali [nli] 

Shumashti [sts] 

Northeast Pashai [aae] 

Northwest Pashai [glh] 

Southeast Pashai [psi] 

Southwest Pashai [psh] 
Kashmiri 

  Kashmiri [kas] 

Kohistani Group Shina Group 

  Bateri [btv] 

Chilisso [clh] 

Gawri [gwc] 

Gowro [gwf] 

Indus Kohistani [mvy] 

Tirahi [tra] 

Torwali [trw] 

Wotapuri-Katarqalai [wsv] 

Brokskat [bkk] 

Gilgiti Shina [scl] 

Kalkoti [xka] 

Kohistani Shina [plk] 

Kundal Shahi [shd] 

Palula [phl] 

Sawi [sdg] 

Ushojo [ush] 

  Iranian 

    Dari [prs] 

Hazaragi [haz] 

Ishkashimi [isk] 

Munji [mnj] 

Northern Pashto [pbu] 

Parachi [prc] 

Sanglechi [sgy] 

Shughni [sgh] 

Wakhi [wbl] 

Yidgha [ydg] 

  Nuristani 

    Ashkun [ask] 

Kati [bsh] (Kamviri [xvi]) 

Prasuni [prn] 

Tregami [trm] 

Waigali [wbk] 

Sino-Tibetan 

 Tibeto-Burman 

   Balti [bft]  

Purik [prx] 

Turkic 

  Kyrgyz [kir] 

  Southern Uzbek [uzs] 

Burushaski (isolate) 

  Burushaski [bsk] 
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Some languages may be classified and counted differently depending on whether those with various 

degrees of overlap in some linguistic features should be considered separate or regional and social 

variations of one another. Ethnologue (2016) lists six Nuristani languages for instance, which are 

considered by Strand (1973: 298) to be five, citing Kamviri [xvi] as a dialect of Kati [bsh]. 

Conversely, a couple of notable offshoots of Kashmiri [kas] – Kashtawari and Poguli – are treated in 

Koul (2014) as separate, yet noted in Koul (2003: 898–899) to be regional varieties. There is a more 

granular subclassification of Iranian languages into groups that is disregarded here, as it is not the 

focus of the thesis. The classification of Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages, however, is based on 

Strand (1973: 302; 2001: 258), Bashir (2003: 824–825) and Liljegren (2013; pers. comm.). 

2.1.3 Previous research 

What is in this thesis called “Hindukush Indo-Aryan” (HKIA) is often called “Dardic” elsewhere. 

Dardic is a cover term for Indo-Aryan languages spoken to the northwest of the family’s areal 

distribution that have been observed to retain some Old Indo-Aryan features. This is due to 

longstanding isolation in the mountains of Hindukush from their southern neighbors, and contact 

patterns between some of them as well as with languages of other genealogical affiliations spoken in 

the region (Bashir 2003: 821–822). Morgenstierne (1961: 139), a prominent researcher of Indo-Iranian 

languages with fieldwork experience spanning several decades beginning in the 1920’s, noted half a 

century ago that there is no single feature distinguishing “Dardic” from other Indo-Aryan languages. 

Rather, the term is used to describe Hindukush-bound Indo-Aryan languages that are of interest in 

areal linguistics and areal typology, due to their clusters of contact-induced convergence traits. 

However, the term has also historically been used to encompass languages that have since been 

established to belong to a separate Indo-Iranian subgroup – Nuristani (Morgenstierne 1961; Strand 

1973) – and in other divergent ways, to say the least (see e.g. Zoller 2005: 2–3). Though “Dardic” is 

often seen in use to this day, it is replaced simply with “Hindukush Indo-Aryan” in this study to 

dissociate it from an unjustifiable classificatory interpretation and to devote attention to its areal 

relations, in a similar “noncommittal” fashion to Kuhn (as cited in Morgenstierne 1961: 139) and 

Liljegren (2016: 14). 

A tripartite phonemic sibilant distinction, i.e. dental /s/, alveolo-patalal /ɕ/ and retroflex /ʂ/ and their 

affricate counterparts, is one of the features that have been observed to separate HKIA languages from 

general IA (Bashir 2003: 822; Tikkanen 2008: 254–255) – one exception is Kashmiri, which diverges 

from HKIA in a number of ways. According to Tikkanen (2008), the Greater Hindukush marks a 

transit zone between the wider isogloss of dental vs. retroflex sibilant and stop distinctions on the 

Indian subcontinent, and that of velar vs. uvular stops in Central Asia. 

A remarkable concentration of vigesimal numeral systems has also been attributed to the vast 

majority of Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages in the region, all Nuristani languages (Edel’man 1999: 

221–222), Burushaski and the Tibeto-Burman Balti. Such systems are based on twenty, as opposed to 

the decimal systems of languages like English; e.g., the number 40 is forty (4 × 10) in the English 

decimal system and d͡ʑu biɕir (‘two twenty,’ 2 × 20) in the Khowar vigesimal system. 

A more recently studied phenomenon limited to smaller sub-areas of GHK is the development of 

more than three values of phonemic tone, i.e. contrasts between pitch levels. Tonal contrasts may 

emerge for instance in languages where the vowels of certain words have retained a difference in pitch 

caused by assimilation to surrounding speech sounds that have since been lost, especially grammatical 

markers (see e.g. Haudricourt 1954). This has been observed to be the case in the HKIA Gawri, and 

studies by Baart (2003; 2014) and Liljegren (2013) confirm that it has given rise to similar contrasts in 

the neighboring languages Kalkoti and Torwali through contact, though a possible majority of HKIA 

languages are tonal to some degree (Baart 2003: 133–135).  
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Central to the present study are the three or more terms observed in the demonstrative systems of 

HKIA languages (Bashir 2003: 823). In Khowar, for instance, Bashir (2000: 22) reports three deictic 

values in demonstrative pronouns: proximal, (ha)já, corresponding to the English ‘this’; distal, (h)és, 

corresponding to ‘that’; and absent, (ha)sé or (ha)té, identifying unknown or invisible referents. 

Similar values have been reported in many other HKIA languages, with a notable exception in Gawri, 

which Baart (1999: 80) claims allows a total of five demonstrative contrasts; in addition to the 

parameters of distance and visibility, the language has a parameter distinguishing “neutral” from 

“contrastive” terms, used with easily identifiable referents and less easily identifiable referents 

respectively. No further areal analysis of demonstrative systems in HKIA languages has been 

conducted, which is the incentive of this thesis. 

2.2 Areal typology 
Areal typology is a branch of linguistic typology concerned with the ‘convergence’ of linguistic 

features that typically occurs when neighboring bi- and multilingual communities influence each 

other’s language use. Essentially, any one language can adopt a feature – phonological, syntactic, 

pragmatic or otherwise (see e.g. Curnow 2001) – from another language, if their speakers are 

geographically contiguous and interact sufficiently due to migration, trade, conquest or other cultural 

relations. Most commonly, speakers in contact situations incorporate features from their second 

language into their own, or “transfer” features from their native language to their second language, 

which are then diffused (Koptjevskaja–Tamm 2011: 2–3). 

It is necessary to distinguish areal typology from areal linguistics, which have separate motivations 

and methodologies besides an “overlap in interests” in areal phenomena (Dahl 2001: 1456). The 

purpose of areal-typological studies is largely to detect areal patterns in the development of certain 

traits and establish relationships between languages beyond genealogical factors. Areal linguistics is 

similarly concerned with likenesses and differences between languages in their traits, but with a 

reference point in established or presumed “linguistic areas” (also known as Sprachbünde, adstrata, 

contact areas, etc.) (Masica 2001: 207). Linguistic areas were defined by Emeneau (1956: 16) as areas 

in which languages of more than one family share features in their linguistic composition that are 

absent from languages outside of the area adhering to the same families. The goal of the present study 

is not so much to establish a “linguistic area” of the Greater Hindukush, as to explore a particular 

linguistic feature and investigate its salience as an areal or sub-areal feature within the region. 

Various typological and language-external factors govern the types of linguistic change that may 

occur (Heine & Kuteva 2008), the degree to which they affect the target language, which language 

influences which, and so forth. Siemund (2008: 4) delineates an array of such factors, most 

prominently the degree to which linguistically diverse communities speak each other’s languages, the 

length and intensity of their contact, and naturally the architecture of the languages involved. As 

contact-induced convergence goes, lexical items are most likely to be introduced to a pertinent 

language in an initial stage of contact, while grammatical items and innovative structural changes are 

prompted at a much later stage in the process (Siemund 2008: 5). 

The geographical configuration of an area in which several languages are spoken may also affect the 

likelihood of contact-induced linguistic change. Insular, mountainous and similarly isolating 

environments may help reinforce the need for communication between inhabiting speaker groups and 

consequently push their languages’ development in different directions from genetically related 

languages of the surrounding area. 

In communities where one group of speakers have higher social status than another, or speak a 

language that is considered more prestigious for other reasons, speakers of the lower register may 
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adopt features from their neighbors’ tongue. Siemund (2008: 4) also notes that such change is 

especially common in communities undergoing language shift – i.e. switching from one language to 

another – due to a hierarchical gap between speaker groups. Such is the case with two languages 

spoken in the Hunza and Nagar districts of Gilgit–Baltistan in northern Pakistan: Burushaski [bsk], a 

language without a genealogical affiliation to other languages, and Domaki [dmk], one of few non-

Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages in the Greater Hindukush, reportedly with as few as 15 speakers left 

as of 2016 (Liljegren pers. comm.) (Domaki speakers were numbered around 600 as of 1995 in 

Tikkanen 2011: 206). Burushaski plays a historically important role in various sub-areal contact-

patterns of GHK, affecting Domaki among other languages (see Tikkanen 1988).  

For reasons explained in Section 2.1.3, there is great incentive to study other areal phenomena in the 

Greater Hindukush. A working definition and delimitation of demonstratives, the topic of the present 

study, is provided in the following section. 

2.3 The demonstrative 

2.3.1 Definition 

The definition of demonstratives is hardly clear-cut or unanimous among scholars. One can begin to 

describe demonstratives by stating their pertinence to the deictic relation between interlocutors and 

people, objects, locations, events and concepts in their conversational setting. The main purpose of 

their use is to direct listeners’ attention to referents in the physical environment as well as to keep 

track of and easily identify referents in ongoing discourse. What differentiates the demonstratives in a 

spatial two-way system like that of English from each other is the distance at which their referents can 

be identified. In English, this is proximal, which is generally used to refer to something near the 

deictic center (the speaker), and that is distal, which is used for things farther away from the speaker. 

However, it is clear from the widely different ways they may be used that their spatial values are not 

absolute: “How did this get here?” might refer to a bug on the speaker’s shoulder or a Zeppelin in the 

speaker’s front yard, just as “What’s that?” might refer to a tiny, bright light in the sky or smudge on 

the speaker’s shoe. 

Diessel (1999) has described the many pragmatic, syntactic and semantic properties of the 

demonstrative cross-linguistically, and as he points out (1999: 93–100), the pragmatic use of 

demonstratives as exemplified above is only one of its many applications. This is the exophoric use, 

which is the reference to things in the interlocutors’ environment. The three endophoric uses (as 

described in Diessel 1999: Chapter 5), exemplified below, manage information in discourse. 

Anaphoric demonstratives share reference with a previously uttered noun phrase, and are used to 

keep track of referents in discourse. In the following example from Dutch, a personal pronoun may 

refer to either of the subject and prepositional object of the previous clause, while a demonstrative 

pronoun can only refer to the latter (Bosch & Umbach 2007): 

 

(1) Dutch [nld] (Bosch & Umbach 2007: 40) 

 Peter1 wilde met Paul2 gaan tennissen. Maar hij1, 2/die2 was ziek. 

 Peter1 want.PST with Paul2 go play.tennis but he1, 2/he2 was sick 

 ‘Peter wanted to play tennis with Paul, but he1, 2 (Peter/Paul)/he2 (Paul) was sick.’ 

 

Discourse-deictic demonstratives refer to larger items of discourse, from clauses to paragraphs worth 

of information. In “That sounds awful,” in response to another speaker’s story of burning their 

breakfast toast, waiting for the bus in heavy rain for half an hour and almost getting run over once it 
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arrived, the demonstrative refers to the speaker’s entire experience of all three events. In “This is what 

I’m getting at: . . . ,” the demonstrative refers to the entirety of whatever argument that follows. 

Recognitional demonstratives, as described by Himmelmann (1996: 206–207, 230), are used to 

highlight referents that are not necessarily explicated in the interlocution, but presumed by the speaker 

to be familiar to the listener. In “I saw that guy with the pet tiger the other day,” the demonstrative 

draws attention to a person of interest that the speaker expects the listener to have prior knowledge of.  

Apart from the pragmatic uses and semantics of demonstratives, Diessel (1999: Chapter 4) discusses 

the syntactic contexts in which they may occur, and how that distribution relates to their categorial 

status. Demonstratives are attested by Diessel (1999: 57) to have four syntactic functions: 

pronominal, i.e. in place of their nominal referents; adnominal, i.e. co-occurring with the referents; 

adverbial, i.e. as verb modifiers; and identificational, i.e. in copular and nonverbal constructions. 

Pronominal, adnominal and identificational demonstratives are not formally distinguished in English; 

categorially, ‘this’ and ‘that’ are pronouns, and they have distributional applicability in verbal, copular 

and nonverbal sentences, and as co-referential with nouns. The category corresponding to the 

adverbial function of demonstratives is in English, unsurprisingly, adverbs, and they are formally 

distinguished from ‘this’ and ‘that’: here and there. In other languages, demonstratives may according 

to Diessel (1999: 3–4, 57–58) be formally distinguished in all of their syntactic functions, allowing up 

to four categorial statuses of demonstratives: pronouns, determiners, adverbs and identifiers. 

It is pointed out by Himmelmann (1996: 206) that third person pronouns are derived from 

demonstratives in many languages, which might problematize the delimitation of a demonstrative in 

some instances. In Diessel’s (2013b) investigation of 225 languages’ relation between third person 

pronouns and demonstratives, little more than half have such a relation. Liljegren (2016: 129) remarks 

that demonstratives and third person pronouns in such cases are often difficult to distinguish from one 

another at all. Previous accounts of some HKIA languages state that a less spatially contrastive 

demonstrative than the proximal and distal is commonly employed as a third person pronoun in 

reference to other people (see e.g. Liljegren 2016: 130; Radloff & Shakil 1998: 21). Due to time and 

limitation constraints, the investigations on which this thesis is based (see Section 3.2) will not be 

primarily concerned with the relation between demonstratives and third person pronouns, nor with the 

pragmatics and syntax of demonstratives. For this reason, relations between demonstratives and third 

person pronouns will only be briefly commented on where relevant, and aspects such as endophoric 

uses and adverbial functions of demonstratives are largely disregarded in subsequent treatment. The 

investigations do, however, devote special attention to their exophoric semantics and deictic contrasts. 

2.3.2 Demonstrative contrasts 

A distance contrast between proximal and distal is most common in the world’s languages, and is 

represented by approximately half of 234 languages included in Diessel’s (2013a) World Atlas of 

Language Structures chapter 41 sample. Three-way distinctions are, however, a runner-up with 

representation by approximately one third of the sample. Demonstrative systems with three contrasts 

most commonly include a midpoint between the proximal and distal values (Diessel 1999: 39); 

however, other deictic variables such as a vertical axis or visibility may instead be present. Burenhult 

(2003: 363–364) has disputed distance as the default parameter of demonstrative contrasts, and he 

suggests on the basis of research into the Mon–Khmer, Aslian language Jahai [jhi] that other factors 

such as attention-drawing, participant-anchoring and accessibility may play into the diversity of some 

demonstrative systems, rather than specific distance contrasts. Özyürek (1998; as cited in Burenhult 

2003: 364) re-analyzed the so-called “medial” demonstrative in Turkish as having the sole, pragmatic 

function of drawing listeners’ attention to “cognitively inaccessible” referents in a similar way.  
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Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages are often described as having proximal and distal terms as well as 

a “remote” term, which reportedly identifies referents at an even farther distance. In some descriptions, 

this is identified rather as an “out of sight” contrast that more accurately refers to invisible referents 

than remote ones (e.g. Bashir 2003: 823). Consider for example the following sentences from Palula, 

where (2) and (3) refer to objects in the immediate surroundings, and (4) tells of a referent that is not 

seen at the moment of narration. 

 

(2) Palula [phl] (Liljegren 2016: 134) 

 aní  kakarîː kasîː tʰaní 

 PROX skull whose QUOT 

 ‘[He] said, “Whose skull is this?”’ 

 

(3) Palula [phl] (Liljegren 2016: 136) 

 haɽó  kasêː ɡʰǒːʂʈ 

 3MSG.DIST.NOM whose house 

 ‘Whose house is that [pointing]?’ 

 

(4) Palula [phl] (Liljegren 2016: 193) 

 hasó iɕkaːrí ba bʰîːlam-e loːmuʈ-á d͡ʑe huɳʈrâːk 

 INV.MSG.NOM hunter TOP fear-GEN deodar.tree-OBL up upward 

 ukʰâːt-u  

 come.up.PFV-MSG  

 ‘Due to fear, that hunter climbed into a deodar tree.’ 

 

In this sense, Palula and other HKIA languages like it have, in addition to two distance contrasts, a 

visibility or accessibility contrast in their demonstrative systems, one that signals reference to 

phenomena that are absent from or invisible in the speech situation. Gawri [gwc], also known as 

Kalam Kohistani, has been similarly analyzed: Baart (1999: 80) emphasizes with regards to the 

visibility parameter that a referent need not be remote in order to be invisible. As has been previously 

mentioned, Gawri is furthermore described as having a remarkably rich system of demonstrative 

contrasts: two values of distance, proximal and distal; two degrees of “identifiability” for each set, 

neutral and contrastive; and two visibility contrasts, visible and invisible (to which the neutral–

contrastive and distance distinctions do not apply) (Baart 1999: 81). Lothers (1997) investigates the 

discourse-deictic use of these five forms in Gawri, though his analysis of the neutral and contrastive 

demonstrative sets’ deictic functions differs slightly from Baart’s. 

The differences in perspective on demonstrative semantics present some interesting questions as to 

the distinguishing features of demonstrative contrasts. The main purpose of the present study is to 

investigate whether the potential three-way systems of HKIA languages are purely distance-based, and 

whether they display a salient areal pattern with other languages in the extended GHK region. 

It will be stated here that all future references in this thesis to demonstratives that refer to entities 

outside the interlocutors’ fields of vision will be called “invisible” and glossed INV. This is partly 

because the term “remote” is frequently employed in place of “distal” in many grammars, which may 

cause confusion. It is also partly because, though some referents are often invisible due to their 

remoteness (long distance) from the interlocutors, it is not the distance in and of itself that is the 

demonstrative’s distinguishing feature. References to people and objects at specific distances whether 

close or far are often accompanied by pointing gestures, whereas pointing is useless in reference to 

people and objects that are not visible. This underlines the insignificance of the relative location of 

referents that invoke use of invisible or “remote” demonstratives. 
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3. Methods 

3.1 Language sampling 
The first important element of this study’s methodology is language sampling. This study draws on 

data from two separate selections of languages, each with distinct purposes and methods of 

investigation. The first sample (henceforth “sample 1”) consists of 12 Hindukush Indo-Aryan 

languages, which are given and placed geographically in Figure 2. These were originally selected by 

Henrik Liljegren, in addition to a thirteenth, Iranian language, for the purpose of a field study of 

demonstrative contrasts (among other things) in Islamabad, Pakistan in the fall of 2015. The attempt 

was to gather a reasonable number of available native speakers of different, lesser-described Greater 

Hindukush languages for a short and time-efficient elicitation session. As such, the sampling did not 

take genealogical diversity and geographical equidistance into account, as is otherwise common in 

typological studies of the sort. For the purposes of this thesis, the one non-Hindukush Indo-Aryan 

language was discarded from the sample, and the data from Liljegren’s work with the remaining 12 

languages have been fully transcribed and further analyzed here. The procedure of Liljegren’s 

investigation is described in Section 3.2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Sample 1: 12 Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages. 

 

Another sample (“sample 2”) is used in this study as comparison data, for the purposes of a) checking 

the observations made in this study against previous descriptions of demonstratives in HKIA 

languages and b) uncovering a potential areal pattern in the demonstrative contrasts of GHK languages 

in general. This sample consists in total of 22 languages, including non-HKIA languages, and is given 

in Figure 3 (next page). 

18 languages were originally chosen for the latter purpose on the basis of representativeness of the 

region’s genealogical and geographical distribution. 4 of these overlapped with sample 1, namely 

Gawri, Dameli, Palula and Kashmiri. Unfortunately, most of the other pertinent HKIA languages 

could not be included, partly due to their lack of exhaustive, sometimes even basic, grammatical 

descriptions, and partly due to the scope of this thesis. For the purpose of a viable comparison between  
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Figure 3. Sample 2: 22 Greater Hindukush languages. 

 

at least some of the questionnaire data and previous grammatical descriptions, 4 additional languages 

out of the original 12 were included, simply based on availability – Khowar, Torwali, Gawarbati and 

Gilgiti Shina. This makes the sample somewhat unconventional, but it also makes it possible to 

compare first- and second-hand data from a limited set of HKIA languages on the one hand, and to 

conduct an areal-typological survey of those languages and a broader net of GHK languages on the 

other.  

3.2 Questionnaire data 
In October of 2015, Henrik Liljegren gathered 13 native speakers of different languages spoken in the 

Greater Hindukush for individual as well as joint linguistic experiments, recording narrations and 

answers to questionnaires. One of the informants’ many tasks was to use appropriate demonstratives to 

refer to information in their surroundings from particular distances. Part of the procedure was based on 

items in Wilkins’ (1999) questionnaire, which included asking the informants individually to refer to 

one of their own fingers, a bug on their arm as well as on their addressee’s arm, and a ball on equal 

distance from themselves and their addressee. Additions to the questionnaire by Liljegren included 

references to objects on greater distances from the interlocutors, which were both visible and invisible. 

This experiment in particular was condensed due to the large number of speakers that participated one 

after the other, as well as the limited time to do so.  

The experiment was conducted such that the speakers were asked individually to assign appropriate 

demonstrative terms to sentences when referring to various objects in predetermined situations. The 

session took place at the Forum for Language Initiatives, a resource center devoted to the 

documentation of cultures and languages of northern Pakistan. Henrik Liljegren and Naseem Haider, a 

local scholar affiliated with the Forum for Language Initiatives, supervised the elicitation processes 

and asked the informants in one language to translate the sentences into the target languages, 

sometimes directly (“How would you say ‘Look at that fly on your arm?’”), sometimes more freely 

(“What would you say if you wanted to direct my attention to a fly on my arm?”). This was done by 

Liljegren in English with the speakers of Khowar and Palula, and by Haider in Urdu with the speakers 

of Gilgiti Shina, Kalkoti, Ushojo and Kashmiri and in Pashto with the speakers of Bateri, Dameli, 

Gawarbati, Gawri, Indus Kohistani and Torwali. At least two references to each object were requested 
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in all but one case, to be able to compare references to objects assumed to be previously unnoticed or 

unattended to by the listener, with those to the same objects once they have been attended to. 

Distances between the interlocutors and the referents were zero, an arm’s length, a few paces, 25 

meters and a few kilometers.  

The situations in which the experiment was conducted, and the sentences that the informants were 

asked to translate and assign fitting demonstratives, are listed in Table 2. Each number and letter 

combination corresponds to the same sentence throughout this thesis. Situation 1 through 4 took place 

indoors in an office room while the rest took place on a large balcony, with a view of some houses and 

the Margalla Hills north of Islamabad in the distance. 

The situations are visually illustrated in Figures 4, 5 and 6 (next page). The figures do not account 

for distance to scale; they are merely intended to elucidate the settings in which Liljegren’s 

experiments were conducted. Some information about the participants is given in Table 3 (page 13). 

Table 2. Demonstrative questionnaire by Liljegren. 

Situation Sentence 

1. The speaker points to their own index finger. 
1a. ___ finger hurts. 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. 

2. The speaker notices a fly on their arm. 2. ___ fly is bothering me. 

3. The speaker notices a fly on the addressee’s arm. 
3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? 

4. A book is sitting on a table in front of the speaker 

and addressee, on equal distance from both and 

within arm’s reach of both. 

4a. Is ___ your book? 

4b. I like ___ book. 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? 

5. A ball is equally distant from the speaker and 

addressee, in front of (and between) them, and easily 

visible to both. To get to the object each would only 

have to walk about five paces. 

5a. Is ___ your ball? 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. 

6. The speaker and addressee are standing looking 

over at the next row of houses across the street, 

approximately 25 meters away. It is easily visible to 

both. 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? 

7. The speaker and addressee are standing looking 

over at the next row of houses across the street, 

approximately 25 meters away. It is easily visible to 

both. The street behind that row of houses is not 

visible to them. 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? 

8. The speaker and addressee are standing looking at 

the (Margalla) hills situated on a distance of a few 

kilometers away. They are visible behind the row of 

houses. 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? 

9. The speaker and addressee are standing looking at 

the (Margalla) hills situated on a distance of a few 

kilometers away. The village behind those hills is not 

visible to them. 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? 

 

Video and audio recordings of all twelve experiments were transcribed for the purpose of an analysis 

of HKIA demonstrative systems in this thesis. It is important to note, as for the transcription, that most 

of it was done without the consultation of the original informants. Various accessible materials apart 

from this questionnaire, including word lists, were used to piece each sentence together. As such, 

some transcriptions may contain inaccuracies.  
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Figure 4. Visual illustration of situations 1–4 in the questionnaire. 

 

 

Figure 5. Visual illustration of situations 5–7 in the questionnaire. 

 

 

Figure 6. Visual illustration of situations 8–9 in the questionnaire.  
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Table 3. Information about the speakers. 

Participant’s name Language M/F Birth year Birth place Other languages spoken 

Afsar Ali Khan Khowar M 1984 Chitral Urdu, English 

Muhammad Baqi Bateri M 1975 Bataira, 

Kohistan 

Urdu, Pashto, Shina 

Kohistani, Indus Kohistani, 

English 

Muhammad Zaman 

Sagar 

Gawri M 1975 Kalam, Swat Torwali, Pashto, Urdu, 

English 

Hazrat Usman Indus 

Kohistani 

M 1988 Indus 

Kohistan 

Urdu, Pashto, Shina, 

English, Arabic 

Alla-ud-Din Torwali M 1991 Behrain, Swat Pashto, Urdu 

Hayat Muhammad 

Khan 

Dameli M 1977 Damel Urdu, English, Khowar, 

Hindko, Punjabi 

Abdullah Gawarbati M 1972 Arandu 

(Pakistan) 

Urdu, Pahsto, Khowar, 

Persian 

Amir Haider Gilgiti Shina M 1988 Bagrote, Gilgit Urdu, English, Burushaski 

Jamal Khan Kalkoti M 1978 Raman Kas, 

Kalkot 

Urdu, Pashto, Gawri 

Naseem Haider Palula M 1978 Chitral Khowar, Urdu, Pashto, 

English 

Ali Hussain Ushojo M 1986 Bashigram, 

Swat 

Urdu, Punjabi 

Khawaja A. Rehman Kashmiri M 1968 Neelum, Azad 

Kashmir 

Hindko, Punjabi, Urdu, 

English 

3.3 Comparison data 
While first-hand fieldwork data was utilized for the analysis of sample 1, various grammatical 

resources were consulted for the analysis of sample 2. Having a second sample serves two main 

purposes, as previously mentioned. First, it is to be able to compare part of the results from the 

investigations of the first-hand data with prior accounts, and as such, to establish whether the field 

studies were successful or made new discoveries. Secondly, it is to be able to detect a potential areal 

pattern in the way speakers of a larger set of languages in GHK refer to information in (and possibly 

outside of) their immediate surroundings. 

The sources used as comparison data are listed in Table 4 (next page).  
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Table 4. Sources used as comparison data. 

Languages Sources 

1. Kalasha [kls] Bashir 1988, Heegård Petersen 2006, Morgenstierne 1973 

2. Khowar [khw] Bashir 2000, Morgenstierne 1947 

3. Gawri [gwc] Baart 1999, Lothers 1996 

4. Torwali [trw] Bashir 2003, Grierson 1929, Lunsford 2001 

5. Dameli [dml] Morgenstierne 1942, Perder 2013 

6. Gawarbati [gwr] Bashir 2003, Morgenstierne 1950 

7. Gilgiti Shina [scl] Bailey 1924, Degener 2008, Radloff & Shakil 1998 

8. Kohistani Shina [plk] Schmidt & Kohistani 2008 

9. Palula [phl] Liljegren 2016 

10. Southeast Pashai [psi] Bashir 2003, Lehr 2014 

11. Kashmiri [kas] Koul 2003 

12. Domaki [dmk] Weinreich 2011 

13. Northern Pashto [pbu] Robson & Tegey 2009, Sampson 2012 

14. Wakhi [wbl] Bashir 2009 

15. Parachi [prc] Kieffer 2009 

16. Shughni [sgh] Edel’man & Dodykhudoeva 2009, Morgenstierne 1928 

17. Yidgha [ydg] Morgenstierne 1938, Skjærvø 1989 

18. Kati [bsh] Davidson 2001, Edel’man 1983, Strand 2015 (site) 

19. Waigali [wbk] Degener 1998, Morgenstierne 1954 

20. Purik [prx] Zemp 2013 

21. Southern Uzbek [uzs] Boeschoten 1998, Ismatulla & Clark 1992 

22. Burushaski [bsk] Berger 1998, Munshi in progress, Yoshioka 2012 
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4. Results 

4.1 Demonstratives in sample 1 

4.1.1 Sample 1 results summary 

This section provides a summary of the results before going into greater detail. All demonstrative 

forms attested in each language in the questionnaires are given in Table 5. An × symbol indicates that 

no or something other than a demonstrative was used in the sentence (e.g. a possessive pronoun), a 

question mark indicates that the transcription is incomplete and that it is therefore uncertain whether a 

demonstrative term is present, and a shaded cell indicates that the sentence went unanswered 

altogether, for one reason or another.  

Variations across these forms occurred due to differences in gender, case marking, animacy, and 

neutral versus emphatic forms. E.g. the Indus Kohistani [mvy] ʂũː and so are therefore not to be 

interpreted as two demonstrative terms, but two forms of the same spatial value (proximal). 

Table 5. Summary of the demonstrative forms attested in each language in sample 1. 

 khw btv gwc mvy trw dml gwr scl xka phl ush kas 

1a. × is ĩː ʂũː æ i × ana ũː ani ana ji 

1b. haja o ĩː ʂũː æ jeː wuj anu ũː ani ana ji 

2. haja o ĩː ʂũː æ i wuj ana ũː anu ana ji 

3a. × apa͡ẽ aj aj × mas × × × eːɽe ana ji 

3b. heːs o × ʂũː × i wuj × ũː lo ana ji 

4a. haja o ĩː ʂũː æ jeː wuj ana ũː ani ana ji 

4b. haja o ĩː so heː jeː wuj ana ũː ani ana ji 

4c. haja o ĩː ʂa æ jeː ase ani ũː ani ana ji 

5a. heː paːr o aʂĩː piː ʂũː pəj jeː wuj anu ũː aɽo ana ji 

5b. heː paːr o aʂĩː piː ʂa æ jeː ase anu ũː eːɽo ana ji 

6a. heː paːr o aʂĩː piː ʂũː pəː seː wuj anu aːr aɽo pila ji 

6b. heː is aʂĩː piː ʂa æ mẽː ate anu aːr aɽo ana  

7a. heː su sa × seː seː ate × × × sa × 

7b. × tisu ? tasiː tisi seː ate × × × sa təmʲ 

8a. heː paːr o  piː ʂa pəː jeː  paːr eː ũː aːr aɽe pila ji 

8b. heː paːr is aʂĩː piː ʂa æ jeː ×  aːr aɽe ana hu 

9a. hate su ? × tis   paːr eː tas × sa su 

9b. hate tasi? × × tis jeː ate  tas × sa ? 
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Figure 7. Distribution of demonstrative contrasts in sample 1. 

 

In the first-hand field data, eight of the twelve languages in total were observed to distinguish the 

visible proximal and distal demonstratives from a separate invisible term: Khowar [khw], Bateri [btv], 

Gawri [gwc], Indus Kohistani [mvy], Torwali [trw], Kalkoti [xka], Ushojo [ush] and Kashmiri [kas]. 

Their distribution is represented in Figure 7. 

The results from the analysis of sample 1 are presented in detail below, in Sections 4.1.2 through 

4.1.13. All sentences are transcribed and listed in individual tables for each language, following 

individual answers to the two main research questions: how many demonstrative terms there are, and 

what they are. 

4.1.2 Khowar [khw] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

form is haja, the distal form is heː, and the invisible form is hate.  

Table 6. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Khowar. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. ma t͡ ɕamu ʈ͡ ʂameːran 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. haja baːl ma t͡ ɕamu t͡ ɕadi tiːɕeːj 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. haja maɡaːs ma tan kiː 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. maɡaːs ad͡ʑoː ta bazu asuːr 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? heːs ki qismu maɡaːs 

4a. Is ___ your book? haja ta kitaːba 

4b. I like ___ book. haja kitaːb ma χoɕ 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? haja kitaːbu low ɬikubat͡ ɕ ma doːsa 

5a. Is ___ your ball? heː baːl ta 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. heː baːl low ma doːsa 
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6a. ___ house is beautiful. heː duːr boː ʂeːli 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? heː duːri kaː hal bonjan tu (?) zanaːn 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. heː duːru at͡ ɕa heː ɡanzuːl boː traŋ 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? heː ɡanzuːli nambar ta pataː 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? tu pʰaː heː zomu pʰuru paɕisana 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tu heː zomu pʰuru habijasu zaː 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? tu heː zomu at͡ ɕa hate deːho poɕijasu zaː 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? tu heː zomu at͡ ɕa hate deːho habijasu zaː 

4.1.3 Bateri [btv] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

forms are o and is, the distal forms are the same with a preceding paːr, and the invisible forms are su, 

tisu and tasi. 

Table 7. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Bateri. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. miː is aniːr daɽat tʰiː 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. o baːl miː aniːr rʰiŋɡas 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. o maʈ͡ ʂẽː miː tan jeːra 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. apa͡ẽ muʈʰ reː maʈ͡ ʂẽː bʰaːl 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? o qiɕ jak maʈ͡ ʂẽː tʰiː 

4a. Is ___ your book? o tijuː kitab tʰuː 

4b. I like ___ book. miː o kitab ɖ͡ʐoː χoɕ dija 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? tuː o kitab miː dija 

5a. Is ___ your ball? paːr o baːl tijuː tʰuː 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. paːr o baːl tuː miː dija 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. paːr o ɡoːʈʰ ɖ͡ʐoː dakal tʰiː 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? is ɡoːʈʰ maːlt͡ ɕi kãː dʰarah tuː kunjãː si 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. is ɡoːʈʰnu patan su ɡala͡e ɖ͡ʐoː teŋ tʰiː 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? is ɡoːʈʰnu patan t͡ ɕi ɡala͡eti tisu nambar tiː maːlum tʰuː 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? tuː paːr o kʰan reː ʈʰaː 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tuː paːr is duːr kʰani kadi ɡaːtu (?) 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? paːr is kʰan patan t͡ ɕi ɡãːtu su tuː kunjãː 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? is kʰan patan t͡ ɕi kʰaːn ɡãːtu tuː tasi kadi ɡaːtu (?) 
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4.1.4 Gawri [gwc] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

form is ĩː, the distal form is aʂĩː and the invisible form is sa. 

Table 8. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Gawri. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. meː ĩː aniːr ɕileːnt 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. ĩː bɑːl meː ĩː aniːra ʂɑːɕ 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. ĩː pʰuːt meː tan ɑːnt 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tɑːni tʰeːr ra pʰuːt t͡ ɕʰaː ʈaː 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? aj keː qisimɑ̃ː pʰuːt tʰu 

4a. Is ___ your book? ĩː t͡ ɕʰɑ̃ː kitɑːb aː 

4b. I like ___ book. maka ĩː kitɑːb baːr χoːɕ tʰu 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? tu maka ĩː kitɑːb dawɑː aː 

5a. Is ___ your ball? aʂĩː t͡ ɕʰɑ̃ː bɑːl aː 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. aʂĩː bɑːl maka dijɑːnt aː 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. aʂĩː lɑːr baːr suluːqu 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? aʂĩː lɑːr teːsɑ̃ː tu di dras puwa nɑː (?) aː 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. aʂĩː ɕiʈa pɑt wɑː kɑ̃ː kusaː du sa baːr tɑːŋ tʰu 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? aʂĩː kusɑː nambar tʰi keː jar (?) tʰu aː 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? (unanswered) 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tu aʂĩː kʰan ra ɡɑːt aː 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? aʂĩː kʰana pɑt wɑː lɑːm tu di dras (?) puwa nɑː (?) aː 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? aʂĩː kʰana pɑt wɑː lɑːm tu di ma pʰar ɡɑːt aː 

4.1.5 Indus Kohistani [mvy] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

forms are ʂũː, so and ʂa, the distal forms the same with a preceding piː and the invisible form tasiː. 

Table 9. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Indus Kohistani. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. miː ʂũː aŋɡuwi daɽ karan 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. ʂũː baːl miː aŋɡuwiː tal riŋɡa 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. ʂũː maːʈ͡ ʂiː miː tan karan 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. aj bakuwĩː tal bʰeːʈil maːʈ͡ ʂiː nʰaːl 
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3b. What kind of bug is ___? ʂũː ɡi raːne maːʈ͡ ʂiː tʰiː 

4a. Is ___ your book? ʂũː tiː kitaːb tʰuː aː 

4b. I like ___ book. miː ɡeː so kitaːb t͡ soː pasan tʰuː 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? ʂa kitaːb miː ɡeː daʂat aː 

5a. Is ___ your ball? piː ʂũː baːl tiː tʰuː aː 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. piː ʂa baːl miː ɡeː daʂat aː 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. piː ʂũː bʰaː t͡ soː suɡaː tʰuː 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? piː ʂa bʰaː man pʰajaːnu χalak tu kunjãːt aː 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. piː ʂa bʰaːna paːt duːru t͡ soː piʈʰaːl tʰuː 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? piː ʂa bʰaː pa͡eːtãw kʰin duːru tu tasiː nambar tiː ɡeː 

maːlum tʰuː aː 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? piː ʂa kʰan tu paɕaːt aː 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? piː ʂa kʰan tal tu kalweːs tʰuː aː 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? piː ʂa kʰan pa͡eːtãw kʰin ɡãːtu daɡaː χalak tu kunjãːt aː 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? piː ʂa kʰan pa͡eːtãw kʰin ɡãːtu daɡẽː tu ɡalaː bazeː tʰuː 

aː 

4.1.6 Torwali [trw] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

forms are æ, heː and meː, the distal form is pəː(j) and the invisible forms are seː, tisi and tis. 

Table 10. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Torwali. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. mʰiː æ æːŋi ɕurkuj 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. æ baːl mʰi: æːŋi ɕi kuɽuːʂuj kʰæmu ɕulaji 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. æ pʰid mæ tiniju kuwi (?) 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tunu haːt teːbu 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? t͡ ɕʰiː haːt d͡ʑibni ʂiː bʰeːl ɕi is teːbu (?) 

4a. Is ___ your book? æ t͡ ɕʰiː kitab tʰuː 

4b. I like ___ book. mʰiː heː kitaːb t͡ ɕer χoɕ tʰuː 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? tæː æ kitaːb meː deːnin 

5a. Is ___ your ball? pəːj baːl t͡ ɕʰiː tʰuː 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. æ baːl tæːmeː deːnin 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. pəː ɕir t͡ ɕer ɕijeɕ 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? æ ɕireː duruː wala χalak tu pænədu 
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7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. meː ɕira pæːɕ ke kʰaːme galiː ɕiɡa seː t͡ ɕer tæŋ t͡ ɕʰi 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? meː ɕira pæːɕ ke kʰaːme galiː ɕiɡa tisi nambar tʰe 

maːlum tʰuː 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? tu pəː pʰiɽ paɕ bʰaːlu 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tu jæːt æ pʰiɽija budu 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? meː kʰən si pʰiɽa pæːɕ ke kʰaːme ɡam tuda tu tis 

pænədu 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? meː kʰən si pʰiɽa pæːɕ ke kʰaːme ɡam tuda tu jæːt tis 

tʰe budu 

4.1.7 Dameli [dml] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is two. The proximal 

forms are i and jeː and the distal forms are seː, mas and mẽː. 

Table 11. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Dameli. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. mãː i ɕadata aːŋɡuɻi ɕulajãː 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. jeː bãːpuː mãː ɕadata aːŋɡuɻija sãː ba jeː taprej mãː 

ɕadata aːŋɡuɻi ɕulajãː 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. i ɖũː muː taŋ kuna 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tãː daɕa mas ɖũː bãj daʈ͡ ʂe 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? i kaːnuj ɖũː tʰui 

4a. Is ___ your book? jeː tãː kitab darui 

4b. I like ___ book. muː jeː kitab χoχ daru 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? jeː kitab muːa presi 

5a. Is ___ your ball? jeː bãːpuː tãː darui 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. jeː bãːpuː muːa presi 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. seː kul leː ɕumaː daru 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? mẽː kul ta maːʂ tu zaːnapi 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. seː kul pat͡ ɕanta kut͡ sa taŋɡ/aːɻeːɻa daru 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? tu ki seː kut͡ sa ta nambar ja darui 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? tu jeː t͡ ɕoɻ pʰũːʈi binapi 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tu jeː t͡ ɕoɻ pʰũːʈi jetʰopi 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? (unanswered) 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? tu jeː t͡ ɕoɻ pat͡ ɕana ɡraːma ki jetʰopi 
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4.1.8 Gawarbati [gwr] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is two. The proximal form 

is wuj and the distal forms are ase and ate. 

Table 12. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Gawarbati. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. moːniː ɕahada tʰaniː aːŋɡuɽik ʂulamaːn 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. wuj baːl ate aːŋɡuɽa ʂat͡ si buwa 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. wuj maːsik muwa tan keman 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tanuwa teː hadaŋɡa rataj maːsika bʰaːla 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? wuj kiːrowani maːsik tʰaniː 

4a. Is ___ your book? wuj toːna kitab tʰana 

4b. I like ___ book. wuj kitab moː lew χoχ tʰana 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? ase kitabu mãː ki ɬesa 

5a. Is ___ your ball? wuj baːl toːna tʰana 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. ase baːla mãː ki ɬesa 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. wuj aːma lew ʂowaːna tʰana 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? ate aːma kara dari meːti tasuː pijani meːsa tuː 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. ate aːma pateː karik kut͡ sa tʰaniː seː lew taŋ tʰana 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? ate aːmana pateː karik kut͡ sa tʰaniː ta seːni nambar tãː 

ki patatnija 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? (unanswered) 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tuː tiniː ɡalãː kol aːŋgasiː taneːsa 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? (unanswered) 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? ate ɡalãː pateː karik laːm tʰaniː tiniː di (?) taneːsa 

4.1.9 Gilgiti Shina [scl] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is two. The proximal 

forms are ana, anu and ani and the distal form is (paːr) eː. 

Table 13. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Gilgiti Shina. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. maj ana aŋuwĩː ɕulaj 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. anu baːl se weːj maj aŋuwiːr dugu (?) 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. ana maʈ͡ ʂiːs maʈ kurija tʰeːd͡ʑi 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tʰom ɕaːkar maʈ͡ ʂiː ʈ͡ ʂake 
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3b. What kind of bug is ___? ana d͡ʑok (?) maʈ͡ ʂiː ki 

4a. Is ___ your book? ana tʰaj kitap tʰi aː 

4b. I like ___ book. maʈ ana kitap budu miʂʈu paɕeːd͡ʑi 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? tus ani kitap maʈ deː 

5a. Is ___ your ball? anu baːl tʰaj hana 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. tus anu baːl maɖeː 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. anu ɡoːʈ budu miʂʈuk 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? anu ɡoːʈ aʐoː bajnan (?) tu suweːnu 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. anu ɡoːʈaj pʰatiːni (?) ɡaliː budi taŋ hin 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? anu ɡoːʈuju pʰatiːni (?) ɡaliː nambar tu bijal hana 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? tu paːr eː t͡ ɕʰiːʂ aʐoː kaːri (?) ɡaːnu 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? (unanswered) 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? tu paːr eː t͡ ɕʰiːʂ (?) pʰaːtube ɡahuː hin al kaːri ɡaːnu 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? (unanswered) 

4.1.10 Kalkoti [xka] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

form is ũː, the distal forms are aːr, aːr ʂi and ũː aːr and the invisible form is tas. 

Table 14. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Kalkoti. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. ũː aŋɡiːr ɕileːnt 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. ũː baːl meː aŋɡiːr ɑl ʈ͡ ʂʰeːs 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. ũː pʰut tan ɡuːn 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tʰeːr ɑl pʰut dina 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? ũː ɡazaːt pʰuri (?) 

4a. Is ___ your book? ũː kitaːb tʰi aː 

4b. I like ___ book. ũː kitaːb te baːɽ χoɕ hin 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? tuː ũː kitaːb mɑːɽ duːn aː 

5a. Is ___ your ball? ũː baːl tʰi aː 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. ũː baːl mɑːɽ duːn aː 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. aːr ɕiː baːɽ siliχ hin 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? aːr ɕiː ɕikoː aʂɑ̃ːdat tu tana d͡ʑanu aː 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. ũː ɕiː pʰataːt kut͡ soː baːɽ taŋ hin 
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7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? aːr ɕiː pʰataːt kut͡ saː buwa nambar (?) 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? ũː aːr kʰɑːn tu piɕ buːn aː 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? aːr kʰɑːneːs tu ke:ra ɡoːj (?) aː 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? aːr kʰɑːn pʰataːta drɑːm hin tu tas d͡ʑanu aː 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? aːr kʰɑːn pʰataːta drɑːm hin tas par tu keːra ɡoːj aː 

4.1.11 Palula [phl] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is two. The proximal 

forms are ani and anu and the distal forms are aɽo, aɽe, eːɽo, eːɽe and lo. 

Table 15. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Palula. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. miː ani aŋɡuɽi ɕilajiːni 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. baːl miː ani aŋɡuɽi ɖʰakoloːnu 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. anu pʰutu ma tan tʰaːnu 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tu eːɽe muʈiː daʈ͡ ʂʰa 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? lo ɡa ɕaj 

4a. Is ___ your book? ani tʰiː kitaːba 

4b. I like ___ book. ma ani kitaːb ɕuwi de 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? ani kitaːb ma tu diːɽe 

5a. Is ___ your ball? aɽo tʰiː baːla 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. ma tʰe eːɽo baːl diːɽe 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. aɽo ɡʰoːʂʈ biːɖa ɕiɕoːwu 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? aɽo ɡʰoːʂʈa ki haːnsaːna tu tʰe maːluma 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. aɽo ɡʰoːʂʈa patuːɽe kut͡ sa biːɖu taŋ 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? tu tʰe pata aɽe kut͡ saji ɡa nambar hin 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? tu aɽe taːpaɽi ʈeku d͡ʑʰaːnaːman 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? tu aɽe ʈeka tʰe ɡuːmeː 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? tu aɽe ʈeka patuwi diːɕ d͡ʑʰaːnaːman 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? tu aɽe ʈeka patuːɽe diːɕa tʰe kari (?) ɡuːmeː 

4.1.12 Ushojo [ush] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

form is ana, the distal form is pila and the invisible form is sa. 
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Table 16. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Ushojo. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. miː ana aŋɡuːli ɕol tʰaː hani 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. ana piːɕapaɽaj miː ana aŋɡuːlija kaʈeːl sinija 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. ana pʰuːti ma tan tʰaː hani 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. tʰaj ana bakʰuːni ja pʰuːti bihaleni liste ʈ͡ ʂakeː 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? ana kaːme qisami pʰuːti hani 

4a. Is ___ your book? ana kitaːb tʰaj hanu 

4b. I like ___ book. maː te ana kitaːb lʰaːli χoɕ hani 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? ana kitaːb tu maː te deːla 

5a. Is ___ your ball? ana piːɕapaɽaj tʰaj hani 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. ana ɡin tu maː te deːla 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. pila ɡoːʈ lʰaːli ɕiɕoː hani 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? ana ɡoːʈa re kʰaːme χaːliki mistaːni tu si suweːla 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. pila ɡoːʈa patoːti kʰaːme ɡalajani sa lʰaːli taŋ hani 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? ana ɡoːʈa patoːti kʰaːme ɡalajani sa se nambar tu te 

pataːnu 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? ma χaːmaχ pila kʰon tu te paɕan biːnu 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? ana kʰon haː ja ʈukare (?) ɡaːwunu 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? ana kʰona patoːti kʰaːme koːʈanu tu sa suweːla 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? ana kʰona patoːti kʰaːme koːʈanu sa tu ʈuka re 

ɡaːwunu 

4.1.13 Kashmiri [kas] 

The number of demonstrative terms that were detected in this questionnaire is three. The proximal 

form is ji, the distal form is hu and the invisible form is su. 

Table 17. Demonstrative questionnaire data in Kashmiri. 

Q A 

1a. ___ finger hurts. meːnʲ ji ɕaːtət͡ ɕ ũːd͡ʑ doːd 

1b. The ball hit me on ___ finger. ji baːl lɔɡ meːnʲ ũːd͡ʑ 

2. ___ fly is bothering me. ji mət͡ ɕʰ me sakʰ tan karaːn 

3a. Look at ___ fly on your arm. t͡ ɕəːnʲ ji nɨɽi peʈʰ kus mət͡ ɕʰ 

3b. What kind of bug is ___? ji kami qis mət͡ ɕʰ moh t͡ ɕʰu 
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4a. Is ___ your book? ji t͡ ɕʰu t͡ ɕəːnʲ kitaːb 

4b. I like ___ book. me t͡ ɕʰu ji kitaːb rɨt͡ s laɡaːn 

4c. Do you want to borrow ___ book? ji kitaːb diːjuwa me tohʲ 

5a. Is ___ your ball? ji baːl t͡ ɕʰu t͡ ɕəːnʲ 

5b. I would like to borrow ___ ball. diː kʰa ji baːl me 

6a. ___ house is beautiful. ji ɡar t͡ ɕʰu baɽ kʰuːsuːrat 

6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house? (unanswered) 

7a. ___ street behind ___ house is very narrow. aːtʰ ɡaras pətʲkinʲus ɡəli t͡ ɕʰi sut͡ ɕ sakʰ taŋ 

7b. Do you know what the number of ___ street is? təmʲ ɡəli hu nambar t͡ ɕʰi zajaːt 

8a. Can you see ___ peak up in the hills? ji ʈeːŋ t͡ se t͡ ɕʰaj wut͡ ɕʰmut 

8b. Have you been to ___ peak? hu t͡ sɨ t͡ ɕʰu (?) ɡoːmut 

9a. Do you know ___ village behind the hills? hu t͡ sɨ ʈeːŋas pətʲkinʲus ɡaːm t͡ ɕʰu (?) su zaːnaːn 

9b. Have you been to ___ village behind the hills? aːtʰ ɡəli pətʲkinʲus ɡaːm t͡ ɕʰu tohʲ (?) ɡoːmut 

4.2 Demonstratives in sample 2 

4.2.1 Sample 2 results summary 

This section provides a summary of the results before going into greater detail. All demonstrative 

forms attested in each language in the literature are given in Table 18, according to the spatial contrast. 

A shaded cell indicates that no such distinction was detected in a given language. Parentheses may 

contain either sounds that are subject to change depending on the demonstratives’ environments, or 

“emphatic” markers that create a distinction something equivalent of the English ‘that’ and 

periphrastic ‘that (over) there.’ Where several forms are listed, there are animacy, gender or case 

differences, and where the forms are separated by slashes, the accounts differ between authors. 

Table 18. Summary of the demonstrative forms attested in each language in sample 2. 

 PROX MED DIST INV 

1. [kls] (ɕa)ja  (ɕ)asa (ɕa)se 

2. [khw] (ha)ja  (h)eː (ha)te, (ha)se 

3. [gwc] ĩː, atʰɑ̃ː, atʰẽː  (a)ʂĩː tatʰĩː 

4. [trw] æ, heː  pəj se, te, ti, tis, tisi 

5. [dml] i, jeː  seː  

6. [gwr] wuj  (a)se  

7. [scl] anu, ane, ani  (paːr) oː, (paːr) eː ro, re, ri 

8. [plk] (paːr) aːe  (paːr) asa per aːe 

9. [phl] (a)nu, (a)ni  (h)aɽo, (eː)ɽo (ha)so, (eː)so 
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10. [psi] jo/a- (alo, ami, ase)  (e)lo/o- (olo, ose) (e)seː/oː- (oːlo, oːse) 

11. [kas] ji  hu su 

12. [dmk] a  e  

13. [pbu] daː, daʁa aʁa/daʁa uʁa/haʁa  

14. [wbl] (ha)jem, jəm (ha)jet, jət (ha)jaw, jal, jow  

15. [prc] (h)eː (heːwjak)  (h)oː (hoːwjak)  

16. [sgh] (jik)jam (jik)jid ju (jiku), jaː (jikaː)  

17. [ydg] moː joː woː  

18. [bsh] (o)inaː/ni  (o)iːa/ki (o)askaː/stə 

19. [wbk] aliː  jiː sa 

20. [prx] di  (aː) a(re) (aː) e(re) 

21. [uzs] bu ɕu? ɕu, oɕa? u 

22. [bsk] kʰin(e), kʰos(e), kʰot(e)  in(e), is(e), it(e)  

 

In the second-hand comparison data, seventeen of the twenty-two languages in total were observed to 

have (at least) a three-way distinction in their demonstrative systems: Kalasha [kls], Khowar [khw], 

Gawri [gwc], Torwali [trw], Gilgiti Shina [scl], Kohistani Shina [plk], Palula [phl], Southeast Pashai 

[psi], Kashmiri [kas], Northern Pashto [pbu], Wakhi [wbl], Shughni [sgh], Yidgha [ydg], Kati [bsh], 

Waigali [wbk], Purik [prx] and Southern Uzbek [uzs]. Of these, all nine HKIA and both Nuristani 

languages, as well as the Tibeto-Burman Purik and Turkic Southern Uzbek, had systems comprising 

proximal, distal and invisible values. All four Iranian languages had systems comprising proximal, 

medial and distal values. The five remaining languages, which proved to distinguish only between the 

proximal and distal, are HKIA Dameli [dml] and Gawarbati [gwr], Indo-Aryan Domaki [dmk], Iranian 

Parachi [prc] and isolate Burushaski [bsk]. The distribution is represented in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. Distribution of demonstrative contrasts in sample 2. 
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The results from the analysis of sample 2 are presented in detail below, in Sections 4.2.2 through 

4.2.13. The amount of reported demonstrative terms, their distinguishing features and their forms are 

given for each language. Comments comparing the previous descriptions to the results presented in 

Section 4.1 are included for each language that is also represented in sample 1. In the case of these 

languages, other invisible demonstrative case forms than the nominative/direct are listed, as some 

sentences in the questionnaire may trigger potential oblique or genitive case forms (e.g. “Do you know 

what the number of that street is?”). Differences in case are otherwise unimportant here, as are other 

number values than the singular. 

4.2.2 Chitral Group (HKIA) 

4.2.2.1 Kalasha [kls] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Kalasha is three. An 

early account by Morgenstierne (1973: 216–217) lists three sets corresponding to proximal, distal and 

invisible with the following forms: ia (“hic,” “quite near”), se (“is,” “further away”) and asa (“ille,” 

“remote, possibly situated at the side”). Later accounts by Bashir (1988: 42–43) and Heegård Petersen 

(2006: 30) agree that asa is the distal form and se the invisible. Each form is described as having an 

“emphatic” form, which is a prefixed ɕ(a)-, used with referents that are easily identifiable or 

previously mentioned (Bashir 1988: 43). 

4.2.2.2 Khowar [khw] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Khowar is three. 

Bashir’s (2000: 22) and Morgenstierne’s (1947: 17) accounts agree with the proximal, distal and 

invisible forms detected in this study’s sample 1, (ha)ja, (h)eː(s) and (ha)se/(ha)te respectively. 

Morgenstierne (1947: 17) reports that the difference between the latter and the distal form(s) was 

difficult to pinpoint, while Bashir’s later account (2000: 22) has the third set as invisible 

demonstratives. 

4.2.3 Kohistani Group (HKIA) 

4.2.3.1 Gawri [gwc] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Gawri is three. Baart 

(1999: 80–81) describes Gawri has having “no less than five” contrasts in the singular and four in the 

plural. This is due to a third parameter, in addition to distance and visibility, distinguishing what Baart 

(1999: 81) calls “neutral” and “contrastive” variants of each demonstrative: ĩː is proximal neutral, atʰɑ̃ː 

and atʰẽː are proximal contrastive; ʂĩː is distal neutral, aʂĩː is distal contrastive; and tatʰĩː is out of 

sight. Many other languages, as will be shown in these results, have emphatic variants of 

demonstrative forms. If Gawri’s demonstrative contrasts are to be analyzed similarly, they do not so 

much make up a “five-fold” demonstrative system as three distinct values (proximal, distal and 

invisible) with an option to be more or less specific in the distance-contrastive terms. 

Lothers (1996: 1) analyzes the five terms as pure distance contrasts, out of which the “contrastive” 

forms of each demonstrative signify farther distances than their neutral counterparts, up until the 

invisible demonstrative which is used with referents that are so far away that they cannot be seen. The 

findings of the present study are not necessarily consistent with this analysis: in the sample 1 data, ĩː 

was used with speaker- and addressee-anchored referents between a distance of zero and at arm’s 
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length, and aʂĩː, reportedly the emphatic form, was used with all referents between an accessible 

distance of a few paces as well as visible, inaccessible referents on a distance of a few kilometers.  

4.2.3.2 Torwali [trw] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Torwali is three. It is 

unclear only from Grierson’s (1929: 46) account how many terms there are, though he lists the forms 

encountered in the data from sample 1 (see Section 4.1.6): heː ((h)æ), meː and paːeː (pəː(j)). What is 

analyzed in this study as a distal demonstrative, meː, is according to Grierson (1929: 48) “clearly a 

Proximate Demonstrative,” despite reportedly being translated both as ‘this’ and ‘that.’ Lunsford 

(2001: 57) has meː as a proximal form as well, though no examples of use are given. Grierson (1929: 

48) provides a list of examples without context or glossing, which are completely ambiguous as to 

whether the term refers to objects and people that are visible or invisible in the environment. 

According to this study, all referents with meː are farther away from the deictic center than proximate 

referents. Interestingly, the form is not acknowledged in Bashir’s (2003: 866) account. Here, the 

proximal and distal forms seem to agree with this study’s sample 1 data, and two additional forms, se 

and te, are listed as invisible. Lunsford’s (2001: 57) account agrees with Bashir’s on this point, and 

adds onto the list the respective accusative, ergative, oblique and genitive forms tes, ti, tis and tisi, the 

last two of which were also detected in sample 1. 

4.2.4 Kunar Group (HKIA) 

4.2.4.1 Dameli [dml] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Dameli is two. Perder 

(2013: 72) lists the three forms as i and jeː, which are animate and inanimate proximal forms 

respectively, and seː, which is distal, all of which were attested in this study’s sample 1 data (Section 

4.1.7). One form that was used in sentence 6b. Do you know who lives in ___ house?, mẽː, is a plural 

and animate proximal form according to Perder (2013: 72), while mas is an oblique proximal form. 

Morgenstierne (1942: 136) reports the same number of terms and similar forms: proximal jeː, jeg, iː 

and mas and distal (i)se(g) and meː. Other variants listed by Perder (2013: 72) are animate proximal 

ergative maniː, distal oblique tas and ergative taniː, animate proximal plural oblique masuː and distal 

plural nominative tẽː and oblique tasuː. 

4.2.4.2 Gawarbati [gwr] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Gawarbati is two. 

Bashir’s (2003: 832) and Morgenstierne’s (1950: 18) accounts agree and list forms corresponding to 

those detected in this study’s sample 1 data (see Section 4.1.8): proximal woi (wuj) and distal (a)se. 

An additional distal form is encountered in the present study, ate. 

4.2.5 Shina Group (HKIA) 

4.2.5.1 Gilgiti Shina [scl] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Gilgiti Shina is three. 

Bailey (1924: 22–23) lists tables of three sets of third person pronouns, two of which are translated as 

‘this’ and ‘that’ respectively while the third is translated as both: anu, ane and ani; o and e; and ro, re 

and ri. Radloff & Shakil (1998: 21, 25, 192) list the forms as: proximal anú, ané and aní; distal ǒː and 

ěː; a farther distance than distal pǎːr ǒː and pǎːr ěː (similar to an addition of “over there” to a distal 

demonstrative pronoun in English); and remote (out of sight) ro, re and ri. Assuming that pǎːr fills a 
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similar function to emphatic variants of demonstratives in other languages, like Khowar, Gawri and 

Palula, these terms can be reduced to three. Degener’s (2008: 22) analysis acknowledges the pǎːr form 

similarly, but analyzes ǒː and ěː as endophoric demonstratives.  

In the present study, the proximal forms were detected as well as the presumably emphatic distal 

pǎːr ěː (transcribed without tonal indication in Section 4.1.9), which is used appropriately with 

referents at a distance of a few kilometers from the speaker. However, the invisible forms were not 

observed. 

4.2.5.2 Kohistani Shina [plk] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Kohistani Shina is 

three. Schmidt & Kohistani (2008: 87) give two demonstrative forms: the proximal ǎːe and the distal 

(here called “remote”) asá. They are described as being marked for evidentiality, in that the proximal 

form reports knowledge on an account of observation and the distal form that of hearing. However, 

pǎːr, which is also seen in Gilgiti Shina, and a similar form, per, are described as having additional 

deictic and emphatic characteristics in compound with the demonstratives, meaning ‘yonder’ and 

‘away’ respectively (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 94–95). In the extended deictic system, Kohistani 

Shina can be considered to have a third contrast, which distinguishes referents that are out of sight 

from those that are in sight and whose distances are identifiable. Consider the examples (5)–(6), where 

the former referent is visible and the latter invisible: 

 

(5) Kohistani Shina [plk] (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 95) 

 pǎːr-aːe muɕâː koé-n-o 

 yonder-PROX man who-COP-MSG 

 ‘Who is that man over there?’ 

 

(6) Kohistani Shina [plk] (Schmidt & Kohistani 2008: 95) 

 per-ǎːe muɕâː koé-n-o 

 away-PROX man who-COP-MSG 

 ‘Who is that man out there (outside a closed door)?’ 

4.2.5.3 Palula [phl] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Palula is three. As 

was exemplified in Section 2.3.2 from the Biori dialect, the forms reported by Liljegren (2016: 129–

130) are variants of proximal (a)nú and (a)ní, distal (h)aɽó and (eː)ɽó, and and invisible (eː)só and 

(ha)só. The a-, ha- and eː- forms are “strong,” or emphatic, according to Liljegren (2016: 130–131). 

Though no invisible forms were detected in this study’s sample 1 data (see Section 4.1.11), proximal 

anu and ani were observed along with distal strong aɽo, aɽe, eːɽo and eːɽe, and distal weak lo. 

4.2.6 Pashai (HKIA) 

4.2.6.1 Southeast Pashai [psi] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Southeast Pashai is 

three or four. Bashir (2003: 828) gives the following forms: proximal jo, distal e-lo and invisible  

(e-)seː, the e- element being attributed to emphasis in a way similar to Kalasha, Khowar, Gawri and 

Palula. In another account, the analysis of the deictic terms is quite divergent. Lehr (2014: 198–199) 

gives four basic demonstrative words: lo, which indicates relative distance from the speaker through 

prefixation of other elements; jo, which is merely anaphoric; mi, which introduces new referents and is 
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“marked for proximity”; and se, which is not marked for proximity and allows for further distance 

distinctions through prefixation. Three deictic prefixes are identified – the proximal a-, the distal o- 

and the absent oː- – out of which only a- may attach to mi and all three may attach to lo and se to 

distinguish referents at different distances (Lehr 2014: 198). She elaborates that the basic meaning of 

the demonstrative mi is “augmented” through the prefixation of a- (Lehr 2014: 199), which is most 

likely a corroboration of Bashir’s aforementioned analysis of emphasis. Lehr (2014: 198) gathers from 

the possible forms – near mi, proximal alo, ami and ase, non-near se, distal olo and ose, and remote 

oːlo and oːse – that there are four basic demonstrative contrasts, the fourth in addition to proximal, 

distal and invisible being “neutral.” An example of two of these forms is given in (7): 

 

(7) Southeast Pashai [psi] (Lehr 2014: 202) 

 a-lo laːm bakaːr ɕi o-se laːm 

 PROX-location.DIR house good COP.INAN.PRS.3 DIST-DEM.DIR house 

 bakaːr ni-ɕi      

 good NEG-COP.INAN.PRS.3     

 ‘This house is good; that house is not good.’ 

4.2.7 Kashmiri (HKIA) 

4.2.7.1 Kashmiri [kas] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Kashmiri is three. 

Koul (2003: 911) lists the proximal form ji, the distal hu and the invisible su. The ergative form of the 

invisible term, təmʲ, was detected in this study’s sample 1, in addition to su (see Section4.1.13 4.1.13). 

In sample 1, the proximal demonstrative was not used predictably or consistently: it was predominant 

in reference to near objects, but was also used in reference to a mountain peak a few kilometers away. 

4.2.8 Indo-Aryan 

4.2.8.1 Domaki [dmk] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Domaki is two. 

Weinreich (2011: 183, 189) lists the demonstratives in two series, where one is of distance-neutral 

third person pronouns, and the other distinguishes the proximal form a and the distal e. 

4.2.9 Iranian 

4.2.9.1 Northern Pashto [pbu] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Northern Pashto is 

three. They are unanimously described as distinguishing different distances, but the forms differ 

slightly between accounts. Robson & Tegey (2009: 734) gives the proximal forms daː and daʁa, the 

“medial” aʁa and the distal uʁa. Sampson (2012: 20) has daː as the proximal form, daʁa as the medial 

and haʁa as a distal. 

4.2.9.2 Wakhi [wbl] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Wakhi is three. Bashir 

(2009: 829–830) lists the following forms corresponding to proximal, medial and distal values: the 

near jem/jəm; the mid jet/jət; and the far jaw/jal/jow. Similarly to some Hindukush Indo-Aryan 

languages, an emphatic (h)a- may be prefixed to the demonstrative forms (Bashir 2009: 831). 
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4.2.9.3 Parachi [prc] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Parachi is two. 

Kieffer (2009: 698) lists the two basic forms as the proximal (h)eː and the distal (h)oː, though he 

elaborates that varying degrees of “focus” are present, corresponding to emphasis in several other 

Hindukush languages (2009: 697). The emphatic derivations of the pronouns are heːwjak and hoːwjak 

respectively.  

4.2.9.4 Shughni [sgh] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Shughni is three. 

Edel’man & Dodykhudoeva (2009: 795) report these in terms of the German pronouns ich ‘I’, du 

‘you’ and jener ‘that,’ out of which the so-called “ich-deixis” – jam – is “proximate,” “du” – jid – is 

“not that far,” and “jener” – masculine ju and feminine jaː – is “remote.” Though it is clear that the 

proximal form is speaker-anchored and the “du”-deixis is hearer-anchored, it is not explicated whether 

the remote demonstrative is equivalent to a distal (far) or out of sight value. On the one hand, the 

“jener” forms are used as the Shughni third person pronouns, which is typical of the invisible 

demonstratives in HKIA languages. On the other hand, Edel’man & Dodykhudoeva (2009: 795) calls 

the remote adverb ‘there’ “far,” which is unlike remote forms in HKIA languages spatially distinctive. 

Shughni more than likely shares a proximal–medial–distal deixis with Iranian relatives such as Pashto 

and Wakhi, instead of a proximal–distal–invisible set such as many of the HKIA languages described 

above. Additionally to the spatial distinctions, an emphatic prefix is given: jik- (ik-) (Edel’man & 

Dodykhudoeva 2009: 795). 

4.2.9.5 Yidgha [ydg] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Yidgha is three. 

Morgenstierne (1938: 130–131) lists their forms according to a similar model as those of Kalasha (see 

Section 4.2.2): the “hic” (“proximate”) form is moː, the “iste” (“half-proximate”) is joː, and the “ille” 

(“remote”) is woː. Skjærvø (1989: 414) describes it quite similarly. None of the authors elaborate on 

whether “iste” corresponds to hearer-anchored or far, and “ille” to far or out of sight. However, given 

that Yidgha is Iranian, it is likely that these values are proximal, medial and distal. 

4.2.10 Nuristani 

4.2.10.1 Kati [bsh] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Kati is three. 

Davidson’s (2001) old account of the language’s demonstratives reports two contrasts, of which inaː 

and aniː correspond to ‘this’ and a larger set of forms, ikiːaː, askaː, akiː, ijeː, izeː inter alia, collectively 

corresponds to ‘that.’ Strand (2015), on his Nuristan website under the “Deictic Pronouns” section in 

the Kâmv’iri lexicon, gives inaː as the proximal form, iːa as the distal, and askaː as a “conceptual” or 

“non-visible distal.” Strand (2015) also gives the emphatic prefix o-. Though Edel’man (1983: 63) lists 

three sets of demonstratives as well, she does not elaborate on their spatial distinctions, and their forms 

differ from Strand’s account: the nominative of the so-called “first series,” presumably corresponding 

to ‘this,’ is ni, the second is ki and the third is stə. 

4.2.10.2 Waigali [wbk] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Waigali is three. 

Degener’s (1998: 89) and Morgenstierne’s (1954: 178) accounts differ slightly. According to both 
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accounts, aliː is ‘this’ and jiː and sa/se are both ‘that.’ In the former’s description, there is no mention 

of a semantic difference between jiː and sa – they are merely listed as variants of the third person 

pronoun. In the latter’s description, it is clarified that jiː is “a little further removed” than the proximal 

aliː, and that sa is “neither proximate nor remote” (Morgenstierne 1954: 179), which matches previous 

analyses of out of sight demonstrative contrasts in GHK languages. An argument to further support 

this is the tendency of the nominative/direct remote form e.g. in HKIA languages to start with s-, and 

of the oblique form to start with t-. An oblique to is given both by Degener (1998: 89) and 

Morgenstierne (1954: 179).  

Morgenstierne (1954: 182) also finds a set of words preceding the demonstratives to provide 

emphasis or an “over there” sense: peːj and puːj (cf. Khowar pʰaː, Bateri paːr, Indus Kohistani piː, 

Torwali pəː(j), Gilgiti and Kohistani Shina paːr). 

4.2.11 Tibeto-Burman 

4.2.11.1 Purik [prx] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Purik is three. Zemp 

(2013: 235–236) describes the language’s demonstrative system as elaborate, and separates a set of 

forms on a spatial axis from another on a discourse-deictic axis. The spatial forms, which are the ones 

relevant here, are according to Zemp (2013: 235) the following: di ‘this,’ a(re) ‘that’ and e(re) ‘that 

other.’ The two former demonstratives are clearly stated to be proximal and distal counterparts, 

whereas the analysis of the latter is more nuanced. Though Zemp (2013: 250–251) analyzes the 

prototypical meaning of e(re) as having to do with “other” referents than the most obvious, most easily 

accessible or most recently mentioned, some examples of its use show a characteristic similarity to 

remote or invisible forms in some languages that have been discussed previously. When giving 

mention of a “stretched” form of the distal demonstrative – aː (which appears before the 

demonstratives a and e in a function similar to the variations of HKIA paːr mentioned in Section 

4.2.10.2) – Zemp (2013: 239) exemplifies e in a reference to something invisible. Compare the two 

following sentences: 

 

(8) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 240) 

 kʰo-e naŋ-po aː a-o in 

 3SG-GEN house-DEF DIST DIST-DEF COP 

 ‘His house is over there’ (pointing at it). 

 

(9) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 240) 

 kʰo-e naŋ-po aː e luŋb-e-aŋ-nuk jot 

 3SG-GEN house-DEF DIST the.other valley-GEN-IN-TERM COP 

 ‘His house is over there in that valley’ (not actually visible). 

 

In the following example, as with many others listed by Zemp (2013: 250–256), the third form has a 

distinct “other” sense: 

 

(10) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 252) 

 e-u su in-m-in 

 that.other-DEF who COP-NR-COP 

 ‘Who was that other person (the one who was with the one we know)?’ 
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However, a commonality between the demonstratives as exemplified in (9) and (10) seems to be that 

their referents are invisible at the moment of expression. It is therefore perhaps its most basic meaning. 

Diessel (1999: 40) has used similar terminology in translating a “conceptual” demonstrative, distinct 

from a proximal and a distal one, as ‘that (other)’ (in the Khoe language Nama [naq]). 

It is unlikely that Purik’s e(re) form is derived from the same source as that of the Indo-Iranian 

languages, but it will nonetheless be analyzed here as invisible. The final examples below are firstly of 

the proximal and distal demonstratives in use, and then of the invisible form in two of its typical 

environments: 

 

(11) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 245) 

 di ɡunt͡ ɕa-u ŋa-a bjor-en-duɡ-a 

 PROX cloth-DEF 1SG-DAT suit-SIM-COP-INT 

 ‘Does this dress suit me?’ 

 

(12) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 249) 

 a naŋ-po-a tʰiks-pa-r-ik soŋ 

 DIST house-DEF-DAT drip-NR-AUG-INDEF went 

 ‘It’s dripping in that house a little.’ 

 

(13) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 251–252) 

 e raŋ-po ɡoχ-se in-suk 

 INV color-DEF come.off-CNJ COP-INFR 

 ‘That color has come off.’ 

 

(14) Purik [prx] (Zemp 2013: 253) 

 ldzot t͡ ɕoʁa t͡ ɕik-p-e-ka tʰoŋ-t͡ ɕ-in e 

 moon 15 one-DEF-GEN-LOC be.visible-INF-COP INV 

t͡ ɕoʁa t͡ ɕik-p-e-ka zat-t͡ ɕ-in t͡ sʰar-e t͡ ɕʰa-t͡ ɕ-in 

15 one-DEF-GEN-LOC wear.out-INF-COP be.finished-CNJ go-INF-COP 

 ‘The moon is seen on the first 15 days; on the second 15, it wanes.’ 

4.2.12 Turkic 

4.2.12.1 Southern Uzbek [uzs] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Uzbek is three or 

four. Boeschoten (1998: 362) states a four-point deixis explicitly, and gives the forms bu ‘this,’ ɕu, 

oɕa and u ‘that.’ ɕu and oɕa are described as being used with visible referents, the latter being more 

distant, and u is described as “signal[ing] reference outside the conversational setting” (Boeschoten 

1998: 362). Ismatulla & Clark (1992: 44), on the other hand, list three forms, excluding oɕa, and 

describes ɕu as the distal. Depending on the analysis, ɕu may be interpreted as a mid-distance contrast, 

as is present in some Iranian languages (see Section 4.2.9), and oɕa as corresponding to the distal; or, 

oɕa may be a “strengthened” or emphasized variant of ɕu. Due to this ambiguity, both alternatives are 

left open in the summary of all GHK languages’ demonstrative terms (Section 4.2.1). u is, however, 

unanimously analyzed as distinguishing referents that are out of sight (Boeschoten 1998: 362; 

Ismatulla & Clark 1992: 44). 
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4.2.13 Burushaski (isolate) 

4.2.13.1 Burushaski [bsk] 

The number of demonstrative terms that are reported in previous descriptions of Burushaski is two. 

Berger (1998: 81), Munshi (in progress: 56) and Yoshioka (2012: 75) unanimously analyze the deictic 

system as dual, with various forms depending on the gender of the referent: kʰin(e), kʰos(e)/guse and 

kʰot(e)/gute are proximal, and in(e), is(e)/es(e) and it(e)/et(e) are distal (Berger 1998: 81; Munshi in 

progress: 56; Yoshioka 2012: 75). Examples of the two are given below: 

 

(15) Burushaski [bsk] (Munshi in progress: 42) 

 kʰine hiles baj 

 PROX boy COP.PRS.3MSG 

 ‘This is a boy.’ 

 

(16) Burushaski [bsk] (Munshi in progress: 42) 

 ine hiles baj 

 DIST boy COP.PRS.3MSG 

 ‘That is a boy.’ 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Results discussion 

5.1.1 Invisible terms in HKIA 

The results from the analysis of the Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages’ questionnaire data mostly 

corroborate previous descriptions. Half of the languages that occurred in both samples 1 and 2 were 

unanimously analyzed as having an invisible demonstrative (referring to entities out of sight and 

without spatial indication), in addition to a contrast between two general distances. These languages 

are Khowar [khw], Gawri [gwc], Torwali [trw] and Kashmiri [kas]. Two languages were unanimously 

analyzed as merely contrasting the proximal with the distal value and having no additional term: 

Dameli [dml] and Gawarbati [gwr]. There was a discrepancy between the first-hand results and 

second-hand accounts of Palula [phl] and Gilgiti Shina [scl] – the invisible term went undetected in the 

questionnaires, but was reported for both languages in the literature. 

The results’ main contribution to the current understanding of HKIA demonstrative systems is 

evidence that invisibility is the basic meaning of the third term in the systems, as opposed to far 

distance or remoteness. The demonstrative contrasts elicited in the study can be generalized as five 

points on a spatial continuum from the speaker and outwards. Referents may be near, on a distance of 

between zero and arm’s length from the speaker; they may be far, on a distance of between five paces 

and 25 meters; they may be on a similar distance but invisible; they may be farther, on a distance of a 

few kilometers; or they may be on a similar distance but invisible. In a demonstrative system with a 

proximal term, a distal term and a remote term corresponding to a farther distance, it would be 

expected that the terms be used with referents at the corresponding distances regardless of visibility, as 

in Figure 9. However, all occurrences of a demonstrative diverging from proximal and distal forms in 

the questionnaire data (including in the four languages that were not in sample 2 – Bateri [btv], Indus 

Kohistani [mvy], Kalkoti [xka] and Ushojo [ush]) referred instead to non-visible, imagined things 

regardless of distance, as in Figure 10 (next page). 

 

 

Figure 9. The expected spatial contrasts of a demonstrative system with a remote term. 
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Figure 10. The observed contrasts of most HKIA demonstrative systems. 

 

Before references to the invisible street 25 meters away and the invisible village some kilometers 

away, the informants were asked to refer to the visible house blocking the view of the street as well as 

to the visible chain of mountain peaks blocking the view of the village. The visible referents evoked 

use of distal demonstratives in all cases, and the so-called “remote” demonstrative transgressed the 

distances of 25 meters and a few kilometers in reference only to the invisible referents. This directly 

contradicts analyses of the remote term as a fixed distance contrast in HKIA languages, and it is clear 

that it distinguishes referents that are not visible from those that are. 

5.1.2 The areality of three-way demonstrative contrasts in GHK 

The results from the analysis of demonstrative contrasts in languages of the Greater Hindukush 

beyond Hindukush Indo-Aryan indicate that the three-way system comprising two distance-

constrastive terms as well as an invisible term is shared with languages of other genealogical 

affiliations as well. Thirteen of the twenty-two languages were described as having such a 

demonstrative system, nine of which were HKIA. The remaining four were the Nuristani Kati [bsh] 

and Waigali [wbk], the Tibeto-Burman Purik [prx] and the Turkic Southern Uzbek [uzs].  

This pattern is areally significant: though the system is predominant in HKIA languages, Dameli 

and Gawarbati are two that have not yet obtained, or historically retained, a visibility parameter, 

meaning that the feature is not bound through genealogy. Furthermore, while the Nuristani languages 

are distantly related to HKIA, Purik and Uzbek are not at all, meaning that there is some likelihood 

that the visible–invisible contrast has developed in these (and perhaps other) non-HKIA languages as a 

result of contact. It is difficult to provide further comparative analysis to exclude the possibility that an 

invisible term is present in general Indo-Aryan, Tibeto-Burman and Turkic languages, even outside 

the Greater Hindukush region. No attempt has been made in this study to formally investigate a third 

sample of languages adhering to those families. However, Diessel (2013a) classifies at least the 

following languages’ demonstrative systems as dual: the Indo-Aryan Marathi [mar], Urdu [urd] and 

Punjabi [pan]; the Tibeto-Burman Byangsi [bee], Kayah Li [eky] and Burmese [mya]; and Turkish 

[tur].  

As for the typological prominence of invisible terms in languages of the world, only a few 

languages spoken in Central–South Asia were included in Diessel’ (1999: 11–12) sample of 85 

(Punjabi, Burushaski, Byangsi); however, a mere 7 languages out of the entire sample are reported to 
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have a visibility distinction, all of which are of indigenous American families: Algic, Chimakuan, 

Choco, Eskimo–Aleut, Salishan and Uto-Aztecan (Diessel 1999: 41–42). Other mentions of invisible 

demonstratives in the literature are e.g. by Bollée & Maurer (2016: 452), who report an invisible 

demonstrative in a subset of Portuguese-based creoles spoken in the Gulf of Guinea. Not much else 

can be found on the visible–invisible distinction in demonstrative systems of the world. While it 

cannot therefore be conclusively stated that such a distinction is not present in other languages of the 

Greater Hindukush and neighboring areas, it is certainly uncommon in general.  

Four other languages than those with an invisible term were described in this study as having three 

terms, though instead with a medial distance contrast: the Iranian Northern Pashto [pbu], Wakhi [wbl], 

Shughni [sgh] and Yidgha [ydg]. A possible fifth language with a medial value, depending on the 

analysis, is Southern Uzbek. As was briefly covered in Section 2.3.2, Özyürek (1998) revised the 

description of the Turkish demonstrative system as comprising three distance contrasts and clarified 

that one term simply has a basic attention-drawing function. Given the language’s relation to Uzbek, it 

is possible that Uzbek’s alleged medial contrast is similarly questionable, whether for the reason that 

one of its three demonstrative forms has attentional characteristics in nature or is used to identify out 

of sight referents. The case may be the same with regards to the Iranian languages, especially given the 

uncertainty of the analysis of Shughni’s and Yidgha’s third demonstrative terms (Sections 4.2.9.4 and 

4.2.9.5). However, little can be said here about the potential, as it is neither the focus of the thesis nor 

based on enough empirical data to allow for further discussion. 

5.1.3 The invisible term as endophoric 

As is explained in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the focus of this thesis is the exophoric use of 

demonstratives, which refers to things in speakers’ situational context, rather than in the linguistic 

context. Exophoric terms are used directly with accessible things in the physical environment, while 

endophoric terms are used with conceptualized things and serve to structure discourse in a variety of 

ways, as previously exemplified. As it turns out, the invisible term discussed in this study is arguably 

endophoric, given its exclusive use with conceptualized objects, and only following an explicit 

mention of the referent. In the following example from the first-hand data, the referent is mentioned 

before the demonstrative pronoun: 

 

(17) Kalkoti [xka] (Section 4.1.10) 

 aːr kʰɑːn pʰataːta drɑːm hin  tu  tas  d͡ʑanu aː 

 DIST mountain behind village COP 2SG INV.OBL know Q 

 ‘Do you know that village behind that mountain peak?’ 

 

Though it is not the purpose of this thesis to delve deeper into the topic of endophoric demonstrative 

pronouns in HKIA, this particular finding is noteworthy. If the invisible term is indeed exclusively 

endophoric, it provides evidence against an analysis of HKIA three-way demonstrative systems as 

deictic, let alone distance-based. Of course, as Diessel (1999: 41) argues, invisibility may indeed be 

deictic, as the distinction is relative to the deictic center (out of sight from the speaker’s point of 

reference, but not necessarily from others’). It may be the case that an exophoric use of the invisible 

terms in HKIA can occur, even though it did not in these data. Nonetheless, the endophoric character 

of invisible terms as they appear here may speak to their suitability as third person pronouns (“Do you 

know it [the supposed village behind that mountain]?”). 
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5.1.4 Extended forms of distal terms 

At least half of the languages in sample 2 display an additional set of particles and morphemes that 

may optionally attach to or precede the distal demonstrative to create further distinctions, sometimes 

related to space and distance and sometimes not. More often than not, these are described as 

something like “emphatic,” “strong” or “focused” forms. They have a range of functions depending on 

the language, the form and the context, but most prominently as attention-drawing to more or less 

identifiable referents, and as distinguishing referents across from the interlocutors on the opposite side 

of something, e.g. a river or a street. Some examples of morphological elements that attach to the main 

terms to create emphatic variations are the prefixes a- in Gawri and h(a)- found at least in Khowar, 

Palula and Wakhi (compare also to Palula lo vs. eːɽo in Section 4.1.11). An example of an additional 

particle that appears to extend the distance from which a referent is identified or, perhaps, indicate that 

the referent is on the opposite side of something, is paːr found at least in Bateri, Gilgiti Shina and 

Kohistani Shina, and similar forms such as pʰaː, piː and peːj in Khowar, Indus Kohistani and Waigali 

(compare Bateri o vs. paːr o in Section 4.1.3). 

The prevalence of this phenomenon across genealogical bounderies in the Greater Hindukush region 

may hint to its areality. It more importantly raises the question whether augmentations of 

demonstratives through emphasis-marking and such are best interpreted as separate demonstrative 

terms in addition to those contrasting near from distant, and in sight from out of sight referents. A 

more likely interpretation, according to most descriptions summarized in this study, is that some 

existing demonstrative forms allow extensions that give them particular “highlighting” characteristics. 

5.1.5 Anaphoric use of proximal forms for distant referents 

In some languages – Bateri, Torwali and Ushojo – proximal demonstratives were used in secondary 

statements with reference towards objects at distances that otherwise necessitated distal forms in the 

questionnaires. This may reveal a fact about the endophoric use and attention-drawing function of 

demonstratives in these languages.  

Once an object at a particular distance from the speaker and addressee has been attended to through 

use of a distal demonstrative, the speaker may simply opt to continue to refer to it with a proximal 

form anaphorically. In Ushojo, for instance, the informant used the distal form pila to direct his 

addressee’s attention to a house and to express that he thinks it is beautiful, but he used the proximal 

form ana to then ask whether his addressee knows who lives in “this” house. 

Other languages posit similar cases, though with a lesser degree of predictability. In Gawarbati, the 

case seems, though less consistently, reversed: the proximal demonstrative wuj was used to direct the 

addressee’s attention to previously unmentioned objects at three different distances, while the distal 

forms ase and ate were used in a second reference to all three objects. In Kashmiri, the proximal ji was 

once used in the first reference to a mountain peak, while the distal hu was used in a second reference, 

and once again in a third (in a sentence where the target referent was invisible). In Kalkoti, the 

proximal ũː was once used in the first reference to a house, while the distal aːr was used in a second 

reference. It is difficult to determine what the factors are that influenced the uses of these 

demonstratives. 

5.2 Methods discussion 

5.2.1 Shortcomings of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire used in this study to extract information about the demonstrative contrasts in 

Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages proved efficient. Though the informants sometimes drew the line 
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between proximal and distal at different distances, all were shown to have a basic two-way distance 

contrast, and in addition, an invisible term was detected in a majority of the languages that have been 

reported to have one. The questionnaire data from Palula and Gilgiti Shina did not match their prior 

description of having invisible terms, for reasons that are unclear in the data themselves. The 

consultants seem to have opted to leave the invisible referents non-explicated through use of a 

demonstrative. More elaborate scenes involving reference to invisible things in the environment could 

potentially have elicited the reported forms in these two languages as well. This shortcoming interferes 

little with the data from the other languages: the only other two languages in which no invisible term 

was detected in the questionnaires, were described as such in the literature, and at least one invisible 

demonstrative form was identified in each of the remaining languages.  

Another shortcoming, as far as the invisible terms are considered, was on part of the transcriptions: 

in some languages, especially in parts of the questionnaire where an invisible term could be expected 

to appear, it was simply difficult to hear properly what the informants said. This was partly because 

many of them sped up and hypoarticulated their speech significantly when uttering the phrases 

corresponding to “. . . behind that mountain peak, do you know it [that village]?” and partly due to 

noise in the background interfering with the audio recordings at those exact moments. Moreover, not 

all languages have existing word lists, grammars and similar resources to which the incomplete data 

could be compared.  

A larger amount of situations and sentences could potentially have increased the salience of the 

results in general. The questionnaire’s condensed format may have played into the results of this 

study, due to the short individual timespans in which the experiments were carried out. 

5.2.2 Shortcomings of previous descriptions 

A lack of data on some languages is another shortcoming to be mindful of, as far as prior grammatical 

accounts are concerned. For some languages, notably the Southern dialect of Uzbek spoken in 

Afghanistan, there is little to no existing information, and for others, e.g. the Nuristani languages and a 

number of Iranian and Hindukush Indo-Aryan languages, the data that exist are very sparse and 

incomplete. Though it is conceivable that the typological difference between the Afghan dialect and 

the more general Tashkent variety of Uzbek is negligible, a Southern-specific analysis of 

demonstratives that could potentially reveal an invisible term more explicitly would have strengthened 

the results of this study, as would more detailed analyses of the demonstrative systems of several Indo-

Iranian languages. 

5.3 Conclusion 

5.3.1 Summary of the study 

The aim of this thesis was in part to examine the demonstrative contrasts of twelve Hindukush Indo-

Aryan languages on the basis of data from questionnaires, to elaborate on the basic meaning of a 

suggested third demonstrative in addition to two distance contrasts. The aim was also in part to 

compare the new data to previous descriptions of HKIA as well as non-HKIA demonstrative systems 

in the extended Greater Hindukush region, in order to detect a potential areal pattern. Both endeavors 

proved fruitful. The results from the questionnaire analysis showed that HKIA languages with a three-

way demonstrative system have a distance contrast between near and far referents and one invisible 

term, as opposed to a “remote” one signaling an even farther distance. The results from the literature 

analysis showed that languages of other genealogical affiliations than HKIA, namely Nuristani, 

Tibeto-Burman and Turkic, share the invisibility-contrastive demonstrative with the former. The 
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conclusion can be drawn from these results that a three-way system with parameters of distance as 

well as visibility/invisibility may be a sub-areal feature of the Greater Hindukush. 

5.3.2 Suggestions for further research 

Future studies on the demonstrative systems of languages in the Greater Hindukush with more than 

two contrasts would benefit from a framework that takes into account more variables, including 

neutral and contrastive counterparts, further morphological extensions of the distal terms to distinguish 

between referents on a vertical axis, invisibility near the interlocutors, and endophoric uses. It is 

possible that more can be said about the salience of three-way demonstrative distinctions as an areal 

feature of GHK with a larger sample, and further research into the distinguishing features of 

demonstrative systems of the languages spoken therein. Many languages are still largely understudied, 

so there is plenty of incentive to continue building onto the typological profile of the region through 

grammatical descriptions and areal-typological research.  
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